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CLiniCaL CaSe rePOrt Of jürGen Ortner

new restoration of a 26-year-old iti Hollow Cylinder implant
in patient with unilateral agenesis

Initial Situation

become enlarged such that there were narrow gaps on both

a 42-year-old patient came to the practice of dr. Jürgen ort-

sides of the implant-supported crown. However, the patient

ner (munich, Germany) with a loose crown on her implant at

did not have any problems with the situation and did not

position 12. due her unilateral agenesis of the lateral incisor,

wish to undergo any new pre-treatment with orthodontics.

at the age of 16 in 1984 another dentist inserted a hollow

this was also aided by her rather low smile contour, which

cylinder implant in the gap. the orthodontic treatment had

only exposed the coronal half of the crowns.

already been completed at this point in time. However, because the jaw growth continued after the implantation was

the patient could not provide any information on the type

performed, the implant had an appearance that was overly

and maker of the implant. in addition, at the time of im-

apical in relation to the adjacent teeth (Fig. 1). in addition,

plantation, no documentation for the implant was provided,

the rotation lock mechanism designed for the abutment was

thus requiring further investigation. the practice where the

no longer intact, allowing the metal-ceramic crown to rotate

implantation was performed 26 years ago no longer exists.

freely on the abutment (Fig. 2).

this required that dr. ortner contact an oral surgeon team
partner in order to find the necessary information. after con-

the peri-implant tissue was free of inflammation and there

tacting Straumann’s field service, he discovered that the iti

was a buccal and palatal bone deficit. as a result, the gin-

hollow cylinder implant was from the F-series, information

giva had receded moderately, making the aesthetic situation

which was found by consulting a thieme textbook from 1994

less than ideal when compared to the other side. in addition,

(Schroeder). implants of this type were produced between

the gap resulting from the continued jaw growth following

1980 and 1985.

the past orthodontic treatment compared to tooth 22 had

Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
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Treatment Plan

were sent to the laboratory. there the laboratory analog is

the necessary components were ordered from Straumann: a

repositioned in the impression and the master model is made.

new abutment with screw, a cast-on gold coping for single-

using the cast-on gold coping, the technician then prepares

tooth restorations, an impression and the appropriate labora-

the new metal-ceramic crown (Fig. 4). because the clinically

tory analog. the planning was relatively clear. the old abut-

restorable abutment section is relatively short and its cone

ment was defective and needed to be replaced. the crown

angle 9 degrees, the crown was cemented with glass io-

also had to be replaced. the new metal-ceramic crown was

nomer cement. in combination with the rotation lock, this

to be made after performing a closed impression with the

provided sufficient retention.

help of the appropriate gold coping and was then cemented
to prevent rotation.

Result
the new crown was placed with an exact fit with the help of

Prosthetic Approach

the original parts still available for the 26-year-old implant.

F-series hollow cylinder implants only allow for closed impres-

the soft-tissue was slightly inflamed due to the temporary

sions. For this reason, first an individual tray was prepared

crown, but the bluish discoloration was mainly due to the tita-

using the situation model. during the next session, the old

nium showing through (Fig. 4). this did not pose any aesthetic

abutment was unscrewed and the new part screwed in. the

problem due to the low smile line, however. because the new

impression cap matching the abutment was attached, and

crown was also designed based on the model of the old crown,

the impression was taken using a-silicone. the edge of the

and the patient wanted to restore the situation with the gaps, she

crown is defined by the gold cap; a thread does not have

was very satisfied with her new crown.

to be laid. after matching the color (Fig. 3), the materials

Fig. 3
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Fig. 4
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